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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which file extension indicates a bootable installation file in
Cisco IOS XR software?
A. .tar
B. .pie
C. .vm
D. .mini
E. .smu
F. .bin

Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
*Box 1*
must always use a PIN
*Box 2*
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chip
https://redmondmag.com/articles/2016/05/01/active-directory.asp
x

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a web-style application with a stateless but CPU and
memory-intensive web tier running on a cc2 8xlarge EC2 instance
inside of a VPC The instance when under load is having problems
returning requests within the SLA as defined by your business
The application maintains its state in a DynamoDB table, but
the data tier is properly provisioned and responses are
consistently fast.
How can you best resolve the issue of the application responses
not meeting your SLA?
A. Cache the database responses in ElastiCache for more rapid
access
B. Move the database from DynamoDB to RDS MySQL in scale-out
read-replica configuration
C. Move the cc2 8xlarge to thesame Availability Zone as the
DynamoDB table

D. Add another cc2 8xlarge application instance, and put both
behind an Elastic Load Balancer
Answer: C
Explanation:
http://aws.amazon.com/elasticmapreduce/faqs/
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